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Introduction
This is a paper about the transfer of railway technology within the British Empire.
Railway construction in colonial India, circa 1850 forward provides the substantive focus with the occasional mention of other British colonies in Asia and Africa.
1 Similar to Dutch civil engineering in colonial Indonesia the examples in this paper show that the transfer of railway technologies to imperial dependencies cannot be understood as a simple process of diffusion outwards from the metropoles. To the contrary, globalization, localization, rejection and hybridization were involved.
2 Railway technology had to be adapted to local conditions (environmental and social) within dialectical relationships shaped by Europeans and Asians and Africans albeit within contexts always influenced-and sometimes determined-by the power imbalances that characterize colonial situations. 3 The paper proceeds largely via a literature review in order to highlight suggestions for ways forward in the study of technology transfer within the British Empire. 4 The paper seeks, firstly and in the abstract, to establish what it was that was transferred; secondly and more substantively, to describe how the transfer of railway technology took place as lines came to be built in India and elsewhere; and thirdly by way of brief comparison, how line construction transfer and operating line transfer differed. Transfer agents of different kinds and levels of activity mediated through (smoothly or with difficulty) South Asian labor processes are highlighted as crucial to the transfer and operation of 1 Both this paper and this thematic issue of HOST share the view that railways "played a decisive role in the shaping of the world." The excellent historian of post-World War II Europe, Tony Judt, turned to railway history during his struggle with the debilitating, painful and always fatal ALS. Judt wrote: "I've learned much more concretely about the astonishing degree to which the railway-literally the railroad, trains, the whole economy it created-changed our world in ways that planes, cars, the Internet, even electricity maybe didn't quite match." The Nation, 17 May 2010. However, those changes were varied and multiple, took time, and exhibited content specific similarities and differences. in Africa and Asia. 9 As a writer in an 1899 issue of the Engineering Magazine stated: "in the attacks which are being made by nearly all the nations of Europe for permanent territorial hold in Africa, engineering work is depended upon as a more certain and enduring form of attack than military power, and that the railway, the canal and harbor are the real weapons in the conquest of a continent."
10 The "tools of empire" literature places considerable significance on the roles steam locomotion played in facilitating, securing, maintaining and exploiting imperial possessions.
11 Chris Bayly's seminal synthesis of global history captured a sharp-edged consequence of one type of steam locomotion, the railway, when he wrote: "The final rash of the wars of resistance by the world's native peoples had come between about 1850 and 1880, when Bengali Santals, Maori, Sioux, Ndebele, and Canadian Metis had battled a white invader now fortified with that most deadly of weapons, the railway." Bayly's reference to the Santals and to the railway as a particularly deadly tool of empire brings us directly to early railway construction in colonial India. A proximate cause of the Santal uprisings in eastern Bihar in 1855-56 was "the raping, bullying railway sahabs" involved in railway construction although the Santals also had other, longer-9 This paper has neither the space nor the focus to discuss the theories and varieties of imperialism. However, in my view many investigations of the relationships between western imperialisms and the advances in transportation and communication should be informed by David Hardy's concept of "capitalist imperialism," "a contradictory fusion of 'the politics of state and empire' (imperialism as a distinctively political project on the part of actors whose power is based in command of a territory and a capacity to mobilize its human and natural resources towards political, economic, and military ends) and 'the molecular processes of capital accumulation in space and time' (imperialism as a diffuse political-economic process in space and time in which command over and use of capital takes primacy). DOI 10.2478/host-2018-0003 standing grievances. 13 In Kubicek's words "technologies empowered the metropole but also, to some degree, strengthened the periphery. They may have cemented Imperial connections, but they could destabilize them as well." 14 What made the railways and other transportation (and communication) technologies particularly important was their infrastructural role as large-scale socio-technical systems (LSTs) that enabled, facilitated, linked, and disrupted much else over extended areas. 
What was transferred?
The very idea of railways and how to build and operate them-that India and other British colonies in Asia and Africa could have integrated systems of railed transportation based on steam locomotion-was, in the first instance, that which was transferred, or, 13 more accurately in the case of the colonies, imposed by the colonial authorities. In the vocabulary of Ian Inkster colonial railways can be considered to be "technological projects" (hereafter TP). 17 They were development projects (albeit development skewed to serve British interests) focused on a core technology, steam locomotion. Railway projects, in turn, were based upon a more encompassing and better integrated sociotechnological system(s) already present in Britain-an interrelated whole composed of, inter alia: physical artifacts (great and small, e.g., steam locomotives to nuts and bolts); production organizations; engineers, related professions and their professional societies; management structures; scientific/information networks; government bureaucracies; legislative institutions; law and regulations; and a good deal more.
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These socio-technical systems in turn were populated by a variety of actors ranging from high-status, powerful (politically and/or economically) individuals to the great numbers of skilled and unskilled workers whose collective labor physically built or operated the railways. 19 It was through these complex transfers that a particular technological project-a railway system, a telegraph system, a harbor, a mine-was undertaken and completed.
Marx would have labeled the physical results "the power of knowledge objectified" although he also would have recognized the socio-institutional framework that made the physical systems work. 20 Technology is social and material. The relationship is continually recursive. But that, surely, is exactly that with which studies of technology transfers must deal, namely the transferal of reliable knowledge, validated techniques, skills, and devices to societies that had existing means and social relations of production.
Because of British rule the TPs, the railways, as grand schemes were imposed on areas of Africa and Asia but with the caveat to which I will continually recur, the labor processes through which the lines were built and operated required adaptations between existing and relocated means of production. 
Constructing Railways in Colonial India: How?
The transfer of transportation technologies was important in of itself and for what they subsequently effectuated. The broader story has been glossed above and is, in outline, a known history. What are less studied are the processes and agents whereby the infrastructural innovations in transportation were put into place and subsequently 22 Hughes, "Evolution of Large Technological Systems," 51.
operated. 23 What was transferred as in the gloss above? By whom, to where precisely, and in what forms? How was the transferal effectuated, received, and mediated in the Afro-Asian world? How were Afro-Asian labor processes adopted, modified or replaced in order to build and operate railways? How were Afro-Asians co-opted or coerced into railway building and railway operation? 24 These transfer processes, this paper suggests, had significant effects that existed separately from, but of course not unrelatedly to, the broader consequences for empire and globalization.
Put another way, the end results of technology transfer to the imperial periphery, e.g., the presence of an operating railway or a new harbor, had significant consequences for imperial connections and globalizing processes, as did the processes of technology transfer. Consider as one significant consequence of railway building the numerous Asians and Africans employed across many decades to build and to operate the railways-an engagement that had major consequences for the workers' lives, families and the societies in which they lived. The continuing employees of the operating railways (construction work was inherently discontinuous) often were the first and most numerous members of an industrial proletariat to emerge within any particular colony. The status of the initially much more numerous construction workers was more ambiguous but we do know that across Asia and Africa men, women and children in their cumulative millions were mobilized to build the railways, a mobilization that often required considerable spatial mobility on the part of those workers. This paper does not address in any detail the multiple and complex ways in which the millions of construction workers were mobilized via mechanisms that ranged from those associated with free labor in the classical definition through to unfree labor in its most forced, direct, and physical manifestations. It is massive topic by itself, and one This emphasis on projects opens the door to a greater emphasis on the project management dimensions of the work of railway construction engineers.
Because operating railways existed in Europe when the transfer to the periphery began the advocates of railway TP's knew what a railway system was and how it operated-all they had to ensure, or so they believed, was the relocation of the technological package, the idea and reality of railways as already well-established in the Europe. Relocation might require some adaptation to local conditions but basically a railway was a railway although, of course, subject to on-going, incremental change: However, and it was a crucial qualifier, how were the lines to be built? Where, precisely? When? How they were to be financed and, hence, who was to own and/or operate them (private capital or the State)? Who was to manage them or even, at the skilled levels, operate the machines?
Where was the physical technology-engines, rails, bridge girders etc.-to be bought? Thus, the colonial railways of India generated backward linkages but the multiplier effects of those linkages were, for an extended period, felt most strongly in Britain. rather than a simple process of diffusion or imposition, and this was especially the case in India, which had a wide range of existing technologies and a physical and social environment far removed from that of Europe."
33 Dictation was more prevalent in the case of railway technology than Arnold concedes but resistance, a contentious form of interaction (albeit not dialogue), was always present on the Indian side.
The processes of technological transfer were multi-faceted, interactive and dynamic. 34 Foreign experts (and foreign capital and foreign entrepreneurs) certainly played a leading role in the transfer of railway technology but they were never the only players on the field. Indigenous railway workers in construction and operation were far from passive and never without their own technological histories: dimensions too little acknowledged by Headrick when he suggests the new technologies "shattered" existing relationships in the colonies and "laid the foundations for a new global civilization based on Western technology." 35 The integrative processes at the core of globalization rarely were unidirectional or sourced solely within the West. However, before we investigate further the roles Asians and Africans played in the development of the railways we need to provide illustrative information with respect to the British transfer agents. Only a few can be mentioned here but they highlight the need for prosopographical (collective biography) research, perhaps conducted by groups of collaborating scholars, to create databases that can provide a foundation for improved generalizations regarding the transfer agents.
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Transfer Agents
The transfer agents geographically relocated railway technology to the colonies.
They provided, first, the knowledge appropriate to the development of railways as technological projects in the Afro-Asian world and, second, the managerial technology needed to build and operate railways, that is to put into practical, managed use a range of artifacts and labor inputs.
The agents existed at various levels of the transfer process: big picture visionaries who advocated or oversaw the transfer of the technological project(s) writ large; those who managed, again at different levels (from high-level engineers to work-gang overseers), the actual labor processes of railway construction and operation; the skilled workmen who physically participated in the work processes and who, as chargemen, taught their skills directly or indirectly to Asians or Africans.
We can easily imagine, and in many cases read, the textual and graphic material of the upper-level transfer agents, the documents that conveyed the knowledge needed to build a railway line: maps and blueprints, the specifications upon which contractors tendered their bids for substantial contracts, the detailed contracts between a major contractor and a railway company, or the specifications if the line was built departmentally, i.e., by a railway company's own engineers themselves acting as the prime contractor. What can only occasionally be glimpsed is the intense supervisory activity of a chief engineer as he applied his hard-earned technical and management skills to making sure the knowledge template was implemented properly. 37 Those men constantly moved from the field to the office, from the written file to the personal, on-site instruction conveyed orally to a junior engineer. The chief engineers had a demanding job.
Transfer agents filled a variety of roles and worked at different levels and within different settings. They shaped processes and helped to determine outcomes. A few examples illustrate the variety of transfer agents involved in railway construction and operation.
One group can be labeled the "big-picture visionaries." These men advocated railways for Asia and Africa, wrote and spoke about their plans, and in some cases became active promoters of particular railway lines. The latter moved beyond visionary statements to the active public and private work of raising political and financial support for their projects--a reminder if one is needed that financial considerations are always important in technological projects. Indeed, "the money trail" should become an integral part of the research agenda of STS argue three researchers. 38 The big picture visionaries frequently invoked imperial needs and aspirations as part of their promotional campaigns; and they certainly made the connection between more specific metropolitan interest groups and the benefits to those groups colonial railways would provide-be it raw cotton from Western India to sustain the textile mills of the British Midlands or the cocoa bean of West Africa to nourish the chocolate industry.
A famous example of a big-picture visionary was Cecil Rhodes (1853-1902, a man for whom the Empire was both a magnificent concept and a mechanism for self- Dalhousie also contributed crucially to the decisions to depend on private British companies for India's first railways and to build the lines to a broad gauge, 5' 6". The latter decision had important consequences for both construction and operation. And later, 1869, when it was decided (and again colonial officials played central roles) to build State-owned and State-run railways in India to the meter gauge (3' 3 1/3"), a technical question involving a matter of inches, became a policy issue involving important political and economic considerations (e.g., the creation of two, semiindependent railways systems separated by break of gauge, trans-shipment points, and different rolling-stock).
Dalhousie, in sum, was a commanding representative of an important body of transfer agents found throughout the history of the British Empire: senior colonial officials well situated to influence the timing and content of technology transfer. 48 A proconsul in Africa who had considerable influence on railway development in Nigeria and Kenya 51 In effect, the Brassey partnership handled the entire technological project and all of its associated components, physical and human.
The Railway Company's engineers were reduced to the supervisory role of ensuring compliance with contractual specifications.
However, space does not permit so this discussion of transfer agents needs to conclude with the engineers, those agents that bulk largest in the historiography of technological transfer within the British and other Western Empires of the 19 th and early 20 th centuries. 52 This was a body of agents that was itself variegated, hierarchical, and experiencing inter-generational change as those taught (some of the pioneers essentially were autodidacts) through apprenticeship and a wealth of experience (successes and failures) slowly gave way to more formally educated engineers as the training and work of the 19 th century engineer became professionalized.
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The engineers had pivotal roles at multiple levels within transfer projects and, at the top level, within the broader, on-going British project to use technology to develop, "civilize", and exploit imperial possessions via "capitalist-imperialism." 54 engineers were the elite consulting engineers located in what Andersen labels "Imperial Westminster," 55 "Affluent, vocal, influential and self-confident" they dominated "the market for engineering consulting projects in the British empire." 56 Their imprimatur enabled projects to be funded; their project designs, overall supervision, planning and approvals enabled projects to proceed. Additionally, they usually recommended and/or approved the men, most certainly the senior men, who directed and engineered in situ railway and other projects in the Empire. 64 At the Kistna site Spring used bullockpowered dredges to excavate the bridge's foundation wells. Spring wrote that steam dredges were available on site but they were only marginally better "than the primitive bullock system as to justify its retention as a reserve to overawe the bullock-drivers, who were a troublesome and bad-tempered lot, always ready to strike." This is a striking example of the use of machines-indeed, even more cleverly, the threat of the use of new machines-to control workers within a less-technically sophisticated but still effective work process. The colonial technological project, railways for India, was realized through socio-technical processes that blended the old and the new, imported techniques and machines alongside long-standing Indian techniques and work processes within overall labor processes shaped and controlled by foreign experts.
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Offering inducements to erecting gangs to compete with one another speeded up girder erection at Bezwada-a form of game playing designed to manufacture worker consent. 66 Then, instantly the work was completed, the workers were paid off and put on trains to return to their native localities (great bridge construction in 19 th century India assembled workers from across the subcontinent). Thus, Spring's manipulation of his construction workers also demonstrates how the operating railways of India contributed to the mobility of labor-including labor needed to extend the railway system. in March 1901, with 32,000 in total over the life of the project recruited from India, often as indentured laborers. 67 Thus, in complicated processes of technology transfer, Indians who had learned railway-related skills in South Asia subsequently migrated temporarily or permanently to other regions where they were important participants (crucial in the Uganda case) in the labor processes of railway construction or operation.
Spring's activities reveal a good deal about how an effective transfer agent operated within the labor processes he commanded. Spring likely was more effective than many although there were others who had comparable abilities. However, among the engineers who went out to India in the last half of the 19 th century Spring was unusual insofar as he spent, except for furloughs, all his lengthy career-49 years-in India; a career extended by another unusual factor, his longevity. In an era when life spans were shorter, and when many engineers in the colonies died prematurely, Spring lived to retire, and to continue on to an age of 83 years. Those who survived often treated service in India as one posting in a career that might include service in more than one Asian, African or Latin American country but for whom the career goal was a good job in Britain. 68 The pattern of movement in and out of India contributed to technological transfer across the globe and to the cross-fertilization of knowledge among engineers The engineers who proved to be the most effective transfer agents were those similar in personality to the more successful among a much later cohort of transfer agents, namely the technical experts that fanned out across the globe post-World War II as a result of the Cold war and decolonization. The latter exhibited "sensitivity to local circumstances; adaptability with regard to working conditions, local habits, and cultural practices; open-mindedness; humility; a sense of humor; patience; and diplomatic but it limited the imprint of any particular engineer on India. Spring was an exception among the thousand plus who spent at least parts of their careers in South Asia. 69 Our interest in Spring need not end with his direct accomplishments as a railway and harbor engineer. He was a man who wrote about technology, technical education, and the industrialization of India. As early as 1877 he published a 77-page pamphlet outlining a program of technical education in India in which he recognized the need to train Indians to become the skilled workmen the modern-sector of the economy needed. 70 In short, he saw the need to domesticate transferred technologies and to utilize those technologies within the processes of domestic production. In Headrick's terms Spring was interested in relocation and in diffusion.
Construction Labor Processes
Spring's recognition of the importance of his interactions with his workforces, and his clever manipulation of his workers and work processes to get the projects he supervised "done best" brings us to a central understanding where railways for colonial India was concerned. The railways could only be built-or at least built quickly and economically-through the labor power of very large numbers of Indians: cumulatively some ten million in the period 1850-1900. These millions were another large group to whom Thomas Metcalfe's statement, (primarily about indentured laborers), could apply: the "arms and backs of hundreds of thousands of Indian laborers alone enabled the empire, and by extension Britain itself, to prosper." Africans and Asians came to railway work as men and women imbedded in existing forces and relations of production; they confronted, accepted and/or accommodated to the new tools and machines, ways of work, managerial strategies, and laws and legal structures derived from British statutes and practices. The general acts that governed railways and their employees in India were closely modeled on those of Britain. Laborspecific legislation in India in the 19 th century-only reluctantly abandoned some decades into the 20 th century-was rooted in the long-standing English law of master and servant, law that was abandoned in the metropole in the 1870s but lived on in the colonies. 72 Colonial impositions notwithstanding Africans and Asians shaped, in varying degrees, the labor processes used to construct and to operate the transferred technologies. Nathan Rosenberg's statement captures an essential truth: "The notion of a production function as a "set of blue-prints" comes off very badly if it is taken to mean a body of techniques which is available independently of the human inputs who utilize it." 73 Thus, like Rosenberg, this paper adopts a modified social constructionist approach to the issues of technology and technology transfer. Technology is neither fully determining nor fully determined hence one must reject the contingency of everything that the extreme practitioners of the social construction of technology embrace such that "all knowledge and all practice" becomes, in the words of one critic "only local, and no such thing as translocal, or spatiotemporally universal knowledge can exist outside purely local reification." 74 Indeed, it would be inconsistent to acknowledge the existence of globalization (however difficult a concept to operationalize) while arguing for the contingency of everything.
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The phrase "labor process"-and labor processes differ-is shorthand for the complex transformations of raw materials (which, in the case of railway construction, can be the landscape itself ) by humans using tools and machines to make products for use and exchange. Labor process theory emphasizes "the social construction and conflictual character of work relations, science and technology." 75 A labor process approach enables us to identify how workers used and altered the relocated technologies to which they were exposed, how these technologies intersected with existing relations of production, and how the Afro-Asian workers understood, accepted, rejected or subverted the new technologies to which the transfer agents exposed them. Philip Scranton epigrammatically captures the core meaning of labor process when he calls it "the point at which people and machine systems meet." 76 Putting labor processes at the heart of STS, and particularly at the heart of detailed, substantive analyses of the on-the-ground implementation of the projects of technological transfer within the British Empire will go far to reveal the complex, interactive processes that brought those projects to fruition. after the initial experiments the wheelbarrow "was never adopted in future railway works at Bombay." 78 Another engineer who worked (1867-75) on the construction of the Madras Railway recounts efforts to get earthwork coolies to use wheelbarrows only to find them carrying wheelbarrows on their heads "in the belief that it was only convenient modification of the principle." 79 A similar story was told about earthworkers constructing the Suez Canal so the resistance of Indians to the wheelbarrow was not unique. 80 However, in the Indian case it was long-lasting: headbaskets, or in some instances small donkeys with panniers of earth, continued to be a major form of earthmoving at construction sites until the late the 20 th century. To explain the process of regirdering to the men, who are mostly illiterate and talk half-a-dozen languages, a wooden model was made on a scale of 3/8 inch to a foot. This included three piers, one old span, one new span, the service span, and the lifting-tackles with girders suspended from them. So before work began all the men engaged on it knew exactly what was to be done. Such a model is invaluable to engineers and sarangs alike in thinking out the leads of tackles, etc.
Nonetheless, we know Asians and African resisted or modified European-proposed transfers because the engineers mention the resistance they encountered, and the steps they, in turn, took to deal with that resistance. Thus, a very difficult piece of railway construction (1896) (1897) (1898) (1899) (1900) (1901) (1902) (1903) (1904) in the hills of Assam saw the engineers use Indian tools and Indian work practices when possible. Even that which the engineers labeled Indian "prejudices" were tolerated in the interests of getting the job done. 86 For the practical men involved in railway construction getting the job done provided the terrain of compromise, the dialectical dynamic, between themselves and the Africans and Asians whose labor power they sought to harness.
Operating Railways and Their Labor Processes: Some Differences
Spring's concern for the "Indianization" of India's technological advance leads to a few observations regarding the labor processes of colonial India's operating railways.
The ruling assessment here must be Ian Derbyshire's judicious statement that "on balance, the consequences of adaptation to Indian conditions appeared significantly greater in construction than in either equipment or operations. Indeed, construction was arguably of greater importance to the diffusion of technical skills than was railway operation itself ". 87 The relocated labor processes of railway operation coupled to the racial prejudices and biases the British exhibited in India (prejudices that themselves became determinants of aspects of the social dimensions of those labor processes) resulted in closer adherence to British-derived models of how railways should operate including detailed rulebooks, fines and other forms of discipline. And, of course, the physical artifacts of India's railways were very much British-made until late in the colonial period. The Anglo-Indians were disproportionately present (compared to their presence in India's total population) within the skilled and lower to mid supervisory ranks of the operating-line employees. 90 The total figures for Kenya and Malaysia included a good many Indians while West Indians augmented the Nigerian numbers. The situation within the railways of the African white-settler colony of Rhodesia was even more complicated. 91 The presence of these intermediary groups, usually within the better-paid, more-skilled and more senior ranks complicated the social dynamics of the labor processes of railway operation, as did the dominant presence of Europeans in the top jobs. 92 It is an issue that requires extended, comparative investigation. DOI 10.2478/host-2018-0003 class behavior in many colonies. Within the operating railways Asians and Africans were constrained by the labor processes within which they were enmeshed but as an emerging industrial proletariat they were a new social force in India and elsewhere.
Restricted though they were to subordinate railway jobs Indians (and the colonized elsewhere) acquired new skills thanks to their railway employment and the skilled Europeans under whom they worked. In the Lahore railway workshops in the 1870s Indians could be seen "under a new aspect, busily employed in the care of huge machines which require constant vigilance and intelligent adjustment, working with an accuracy formerly undreamed of, and handling heavy weights with something approaching the muscular vigour of the Englishman." 94 The workforce included "a large number of Europeans, Eurasians and Parsis" among whom were twenty-five or so European foremen under whose "effective supervision" "native workmen are able to build railway carriages, and to do a great deal of useful metal and other work in The evidence suggests that the relocated aspects of railway technology transfer to India were most pronounced and persistent in the realm of railway operation and less pronounced in railway construction. From the beginning the British required operating line employees, be they running staff or workshop employees, to possess skills, operate and wield the tools and machines, and to accept patterns of work organization and work discipline, as taught and managed to do so by British chargemen and foremen, similar to those used on British domestic railways. British engineers in the Assam hills in the 1890s used Indian tools and devices when possible "and where they did not affect the progress of construction, native customs of labor or even prejudices were not interfered with." 99 Those in charge of the operating railways were less flexible.
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Arguably, a source of the difference lay in the labor processes needed to operate the capital-intensive artifacts of a network of railway lines as opposed to the more laborintensive processes involved in constructing those lines. I remain convinced that one revealing way of understanding that difference is through Marx's distinction between the formal and real subsumption of labor under capital. 100 The former involved the subordination of labor to capital but except for improved organization, more continuity, and greater work intensity changes with respect to technology and work practices were limited-hence railway construction for much of Indian history. Real subsumption, that which Marx associated with what sometimes is labeled machinofacture, saw labor more thoroughly subordinated to capital (i.e., to the managerial and supervisory factotums) and to the machinery of production itself such that the technology of railed, steam transportation (e.g., driving a locomotive; signaling, rolling-stock repair work in a major workshop, etc.) became a controlling mechanism within the labor processes of railway operation. Unlike railway construction workers, the operating employees were subordinated to a leviathan that was technical and social.
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Conclusion
The British Empire in the early 20 th century spanned the globe. Such was its reach and extent-some fifty colonies located in virtually every continent, encompassing some 345 million peoples within 11.5 million square miles of territory-that it was a major driving force in the complex bundle of processes we label globalization. This paper focused on a particular body of knowledge that was transferred to many parts of the world in the last half of the 19 th century in a seemingly endless procession of projects designed to bring railways (and much else) to this or that colonial possession.
And, although it may seem counter intuitive to call something so concrete as railways "knowledge," the transfer of railway technology, as in all technologies, needs, in the first instance, to be seen as just that, the transfer of a body of knowledge.
Railways, however, are also very concrete, visible, physical things. They became visibly imbedded in landscapes as diverse as Deccan India and coastal Nigeria; they came to have an important, some would say a shaping, presence in many colonial cities; they Once the decision to transfer railway technology to India, Malaya, South Africa or Nigeria was made the question of how it happened needs to be addressed. This paper stressed two aspects of the transfer process. One was the role of transfer agents in relocating railway technology to India and elsewhere and remaining a major supervisory presence in the subsequent operation of the railways (and the on-going processes of technical transfer as operating railway technology evolved, and where path dependence became a significant force).
The second aspect was the need to recognize that all of the transfers required the use of the labor power of Africans and Asians whose existing socio-technical relationships had to be used, modified or replaced before railways could be constructed or operated.
In railway construction a good deal of accommodation to Afro-Asian labor processes took place. In railway operation, on the other hand, Africans and Asians were required to conform much more to the labor processes characteristic of British domestic railway practice-British domestic practices themselves dictated in considerable measure by the artifacts and technical requirements of railway operation. However, in all cases
Africans and Asian were not passive recipients of railway technologies. In one way or another there was a continuing "dialogue"-a dialectical relationship-between them and the Europeans who relocated the new technologies; and, at the level of structural interactions, between existing and new means and relationships of and in production.
Meanwhile, the foreign experts, the transfer agents, became important members of an emerging technical elite who moved from position to position across the globe-for the British engineers often but not always within the British Empire. 
